The University of Colorado at Boulder Department of Theatre & Dance presents:

**Vision**

An Awakening

Choreography: Gabriel Masson
Performers: Amy Doctrow and Steven Straub
Music: Max Richter, On The Nature Of Daylight
Costume Construction: Wanda Rice

An Awakening was created with generous support from the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP).

**TALL IS HER BODY**

Artistic Direction: Onye Ozuzu
Performers: Kelsey Chilton, Jamie Duggan, Cherie Hill, Katie Key, Jaqueline Krieger, Stephanie Kobes, Esme Kundis-Grow, Cortney McGuire, Hayley Muth
Music: Sound Collage by Dennis Filippin and Onye Ozuzu

**STILL SINGS THE WIND**

Choreography: David Capps, with inspiration & guidance by Tony Rahn
Performers: David Capps and Tony Rahn
Music: Franz Schubert, excerpts from Winterreise

Special thanks to Dave Wiley and the Hunter College Dance Program

**THE HAMBURG VARIATIONS**

Variation 1: with Salt
Variation 2: with Balance
Variation 3: with Hair Cut
Variation 4: with Chair
Variation 5: with Gun

Conceived by: Michelle Ellsworth
Music: Mark Mccoin

**INTERMISSION**

Please
Turn off cell phones and papers during the performance.
Remember no food, drinks, or flash photography.

**STRANGER**

Choreography: Kathleen Hermesdorf
Performers: Kaylie Hagen, Steve, Jordan, Tyler, Chris, Andy, Andrew, Will, Jovan, Tony, Ryan, Adam, Charlie, David, and Isaac
Music: Original live music by Albert Mathias

Stranger was created with generous support from the Roser Visiting Artist Fund.

**SHARED SPACES**

Choreography: Nada Diacheiko, in collaboration with the dancers
Performers: Nicole Dagesse, Rachel Harding, Brianne Krieger, Joselyn Levinsky, Christine Marie Rohde
Music: composed and performed by Bergho Cerretti, excerpts from Visual Diary

Many thanks to my friend Sergio and these amazing dancers who inspired this piece.

**I WANT YOU**

Choreography: Rennie Harris
Rehearsal Directors: Jessica Pearson and Gabriel Todd
Performers: Holly Chilton, Charlie Dando, Brittey Kirkpatrick, Lynda Mcguaiery, Lauren Taylor Martin, Misey Megoas, Hayley Muth, Jessica Pearson, Christine Marie Rohde, Tiffany Stone, Gabriel Todd, Mollie Wolf, Elizabeth Winter
Music: Sensuality by Vikter Duplaix, Get Up Get In To Get Involved by James Brown

**Designers**

Lighting Designer: Bob Shannon
Costume Designer: Claire Henkel
Costume Design Assistant: Sarah Hildebrand
Painter/Dyer: Katlin Hollobay
Drape Crew: Run Crew

Stage Manager: Devin Bizzelli
Assistant Stage Manager: Tie Brown
Light Board Operator: Johnny Stewart
Sound Board Operator: Julie Gardner

Crew: Kelly Anderson, Patti Brooke, Stephanie Dobrobiern, Cassandra Black, Margaret Buhl
Electricians: Devin Bizzelli, John Bubulka, Kate Matthews
Costume: Tim Pasternak

Many thanks to my friend Sergio and these amazing dancers who inspired this piece.